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Vimpex - Advancing Rescue Technology

Established for 20 years - Vimpex is a specialist

supplier of Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) &

Safety Equipment, Technical Rescue products and

Lighting and Power Solutions to the Paramedic,

Rescue, Police, Military and associated markets.

Vimpex Ltd - UK Headquarters and Service Centre, established 1994

Vimpex Rescue BV - Netherlands and European base, established 2012

Vimpex Interguard AB - Swedish Subsidiary, established 2006

Group Locations

www.rescue-tools.co.uk www.vimpexrescue.nl

Vimpex staff are trained in the demonstration, service and repair of all tools

and equipment we sell. We are official service and warranty repair agents for

all petrol and electric Makita products, as well as TNT Hydraulics & Ogura

Rescue and Industrial Tools.

We are active members of several trade bodies including FIRESA and the FIA.

Our management systems are accredited to ISO9001:2002.

Quality System Certificate No. 456

Assessed to ISO 9001:2000

Vimpex HQ and Distribution Centre

Service and After Sales Support
Customers

As a UK based company, Vimpex are proud

to be suppliers of some of most respected

emergency services, police forces and

military units in the world.

London Ambulance Service

London Fire Brigade

London City Airport

Gatwick Airport

Merseyside Fire and Rescue Service

British Transport Police

Metropolitan Police

MOD Special Forces

JCT - Joint Counter Terrorism Unit

West Midlands Police

Beds Herts Police

MOD Police

Southend (London) Airport

N. Ireland Ambulance Service

N. Ireland Fire Service

Vimpex only sell products we can

repair and maintain. All staff are

trained in correct and safe use,

maintenance and repair of the

products we sell. All products feature

long warranties which are fully

supported by Vimpex, its suppliers, its

subsidiaries and its distributors. We

take service and maintenance seriously and understand that professional

products require professional support.

Any distributors appointed by Vimpex are expected to attend our service

and maintenance training courses to ensure that products sold anywhere in

the world can be properly supported in a timely manner.

Training

We like our products to be used for

the purposes they were designed –

that’s to save people’s lives and to

make our users and the public safer.

Our experience tells us that those

trained in the use of the tools and

products we sell utilise them more

effectively, efficiently and most

importantly safely.

Vimpex can offer training courses appropriate to the products we sell.

Training courses are supplied by UK Police Forces and Fire Services and are

delivered by UK trained personnel.

2 YEARS

C E L E B R A T I N G

1 9 9 4 - 2 0 1 4
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Ogura was the first

manufacturer in the

world to develop a

full range of truly

portable, lightweight and powerful battery-

powered hydraulic cutting, spreading and lifting

tools. These tools are in use worldwide by

rescue, military, police and security services.

All Ogura tools use their patented pump design

and operate at between 400 and 440 bar, which,

whilst allowing for a compact pump body, gives

incredible working power. The pumps are

powered by the amazing Makita

18 V Li-Ion battery, which tests

have shown have at least twice

the life of other power tool

batteries.

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

Dedicated tools offer flexibility

and ease of use

Revolutionary hydraulic pump

gives incredible power

Connection either via hoses or

directly to the pump

Immediate deployment

Single trigger grip allows

extremely easy operation

Very low maintenance

New larger pump allows for

200 mm door opener

Ogura Portable Hydraulic Rescue Tools
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HRS Features

HRS Modular Rescue System

The Ogura HRS battery-powered Hydraulic

Rescue System is a portable, lightweight,

compact and extremely versatile series of

cutting, spreading and forcible entry tools.

Totally modular in nature, the HRS system allows

users to select only those tools suited to their

tasks, thereby allowing professionals the

freedom to purpose-build their battery-powered

rescue system.

With the HRS system, simplicity is the key and

due to the nature of its ‘closed’ hydraulic system,

maintenance and training requirements are

minimal.

HRS Tools

Cutters

Spreader

Bar Cutter

The BC-300F Combi-Tool is

the most portable, lightweight

and ergonomic battery

powered Combi available. At

only 14.2Kg it is the lightest

battery-powered Combi-Tool

around and is the only tool to

use removable, field-

replaceable blade inserts

As Ogura is the only rescue

tool manufacturer with access

to Makita batteries, the BC-

300F can boast the most

advanced power source

available with in-vehicle

charging options. Able to cut

24mm bar with a spreading

distance of 300mm at over 5

tonnes, this battery Combi-

Tool will not let you down.

BC-300F Combi-Tool

For rescue teams requiring a

dedicated bar cutter to ease the

extrication of casualties from

collapsed buildings, the two ORC

bar cutting tools offer unrivalled

performance and power.

ORC Portable Bar Cutters

MCT-250 Manual

Combi-Tool

Door Opener/Jack
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TNT Hydraulic Rescue Tools

TNT Rescue have a twenty year history of design

and manufacture of some of the best performing

and fastest acting hydraulic rescue tools on the

market.

Vimpex is the UK & European exclusive supplier

and service agent for TNT Rescue Systems.

Vimpex is also responsible for all service and

after sales support. Vimpex staff are trained in all

aspects of TNT tools maintenance and repair.

Backed by the manufacturer’s lifetime warranty,

which also includes an optional enhanced cover

for blades, TNT customers can be confident that

not only will they be purchasing tools with

superior performance but also with superior

levels of warranty and back up.

This unique lifetime warranty even extends to

TNT products used in conjunction with other

manufacturers’ tools or pumps.

TNT tools are manufactured to NFPA 1936 and

EN13204.

TNT Rescue are enjoying a rapidly developing

reputation for supplying no-nonsense, extremely

powerful and fast acting hydraulic tools for

vehicle extrication, USAR, confined space rescue

and breaching/breaking operations. The TNT

range includes both powered hydraulic and

manual forcible entry tools for forced entry into

buildings affected by fire of for police or military

operations.

The high quality and workmanship involved in

production of TNT Rescue Tools is evident from

the moment you make your first cut.

Deep knurled handles, positive acting controls

and hose tails designed to stay away from the

work area are all proof that the TNT range is

well considered and designed with the user in

mind. TNT tools are no-nonsense, professional

tools designed with one thing in mind - to cut,

spread, lift and breach more effectively than the

competition.

The TNT range includes Pumps, Cutters,

Spreaders, Combi-Tools, Rams and Forced Entry

& Confined Space Products.

Storage, Carrying & Vehicle Solutions

Customers can specify moulded inserts for tool

cases or vehicle trays. Moulded trays ensure tools,

accessories and valuable batteries are returned to

their correct location. Vehicle trays can also

accommodate in-vehicle chargers so batteries are

always fully charged and ready for use.
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Paratech Stabilisation Tools

Other Stabilisation Equipment

Rescue Support Systems

MAXIFORCE G2 Air Lifting Bags

Rescue Air Cushions

Leak Sealing System

Paratech’s Rescue Support System is a truly ‘go anywhere’ system. Designed

to be effective for the simplest to the most demanding deployments,  the

Rescue Support System is the most versatile, scalable and straightforward

such system available. Suitable for excavation collapse (trenches and mines),

structural collapse and building reinforcement. The system is available in a

number of kits for specific applications such as USAR and trench rescue.

MAXIFORCE G2 Air Lifting Bags are constructed of a thin, strong,

moulded envelope available in 11 different sizes. Manufactured from 3

layers of Neoprene-covered Aramid fibre reinforcement, MAXIFORCE G2

bags have the power to lift, move or shift weight up to 63.5 tonnes.

These versatile Rescue Air Cushions are an ideal tool for operations that

require a large load to be lifted to a significant height.

The Paratech Leak Sealing Plugs and Leak Sealing Bag range are a quick and

easy way to stop leaks on pipes, tankers, drums and other liquid vessels.

®

®

®

Supporter Vehicle Stabilisation

One-person operated single piece stabiliser

engineered to support loads of up to 9000 kg

through angles of 45 to 90 degrees.

One-handed extension /

retraction collar

5mm incremental

adjustment

Full 9 tonne capacity

at full extension

Nomex p
®

rotective

sleeve

Automatically retracting

strapping

Large D-ring

carry handle

Oversized

anchor holes

Robust multi-angle

foot plate

Multi-Grip Head
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Paratech Forcible Entry & Firefighting Tools

Paratech Forcible Entry & Firefighting Tools

Vimpex are suppliers of the complete range of Paratech Forcible Entry

and Fire Fighting tools for firefighters, police and tactical teams.

For more than 40 years Paratech has set the standard for high quality

heavy duty forcible entry tools.

These tools are designed to pry, pound, puncture, twist and cut open or

remove all types of barriers between emergency services personnel and

the life they are saving.

Targeting the tactical market, Paratech has customised its forcible entry

tools to cater for Police, Special Operations, Public Order, Firearms and

Military use.

Made with a durable black tactical finish these high quality tools are

designed to pry, pound, puncture, twist, cut, open and remove all types

of barriers.

FET - Forcible Entry Tools

TFE - Tactical Forcible Entry
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BH-20 Compact PPV Fan

The BH20 is a compact, portable PPV fan that can be deployed quickly due

to its dual power source - built in Li-ion rechargeable battery or external

mains power. It can be used effectively when no mains power is available

and is much quicker to setup than conventional fans, allowing firefighters to

enter a building more rapidly.

The ingenious design allows the product to be folded away, taking up half

the space of traditional fans. With variable-speed motor control, the BH-20

can double as a PPV and ventilation fan, saving valuable storage space and

reducing costs.

The BH-20 outperforms PPV fans rated at higher CFM. The ability to drive

ventilation by building pressure in the structure results in air movement

equivalent to most 15,000 CFM rated fans in real world conditions.

�

�

�

�

�

Starts instantly on battery power - no wasted time searching

for mains outlet

Rechargeable Li-ion Battery provides between 20-80 minutes

of operation

Sets up between 2-6 minutes faster than comparable fans

Ultra-portable, ergonomically designed to be carried by one

person while running

Quick and easy positioning in hard-to-reach places - works

from 2 to 6 m from a door

Features

Two BH-20's fit in

the space of one

comparable PPV fan
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Rescue Saws, Cutters & Power Tools

Designed and build specifically for

the fire rescue and emergency

services to deliver reliable

performance on time, every time.

Multi-Cut Fire & Rescue Saw

Petrol Powered Concrete Saw

Cutters Edge

This tool has also been designed

with fire fighters and emergency

services in mind. The combination of

the 73.5cc 'Hemi-Head' piston

engine and the 'Compensating

Carburettor' delivers remarkable

power in any cutting position. With a

2.871:1 transmission gear ratio, this

engine produces more mechanical

advantage at any RPM than any other

petrol disc cutter on the market.

CE760 Rotary Rescue Saw

Makita Power Tools
Makita have a large selection of tools, many of

which are ideal for use by the emergency

services. Tools can be

either battery, mains

electric or petrol

powered.  The most

popular tools utilise

Makita’s revolutionary

Li-Ion 18V battery,

whilst all mains powered

tools are available as

110 or 230V a.c. A

variety of chargers can be supplied but in-vehicle

charging systems make battery management

very simple.

Tools Include

�

�

�

�

�

Reciprocating Saws

Portable Band Saws

Circular Saws

Angle Grinders

Combi Drills

'First Response' Tool Tray Concept

Vimpex has developed an integrated tool tray for

Makita battery powered tools. The tray is

designed to be installed on the appliance and

incorporate in-vehicle chargers, suitable power

tools and all accessories and blades required.

The ‘First Response’ concept contains a powerful

reciprocating saw, angle grinder and combi-drill.

Designed for immediate deployment, three

battery chargers are mounted within the foam

insert to ensure that batteries are always

charged and ready for use. Vimpex has worked

with Makita to identify the right blades and

accessories for rescue use and these are all held

in a tool roll stored within the foam insert.

Vimpex Rescue Blades

Suitable for use with most angle grinders and disc

cutters including Makita, Cutters Edge, Stihl and

Stanley. Vimpex Rescue Blades have been

designed to combine speed of cut with extreme

durability and cutting power. Three sizes are

available in 11 different diameters; 100, 115, 125,

135, 165, 180, 230, 250, 305, 350 and 450 mm.

Vimpex have developed a simple tool

roll for use with reciprocating saws.

This roll contains

the most

commonly used

rescue blades

along with a useful

tool blade guide.

Petrol Disc Cutters

Makita Disc Cutters are known for

the reliability and power of their

engines.

Makita have developed a range of

cutting discs which are ideal for

emergency services use.

This powerful saw can cut reinforced

concrete up to 40cm thick. Unlike

hydraulic saws, no bulky power pack is

needed and there are no trip hazards

from hoses. Unlike with rotary saws,

there is no dust as it is suppressed with

a water flow.

Now
5.0 Ah



Other Technical Rescue Products
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The patented non-slip pull through ratchet and rugged construction

lets you secure a wide variety of loads quickly and easily.

Simply attach the two hooks and pull the loose end of the rope to

get the secure tightness you need. Unlike traditional knots, elastic

bungees and bulky webbing you never have to worry about

stretching, snapping back or loosening.

With ROPE RATCHET your load stays secure because the rope

stays locked in place with every pull, until you release it by pushing

the convenient thumb lever.

ROPE RATCHET has been found to be extremely useful for

extrication teams during vehicle rescues. It is ideal for holding back

car doors, roof flaps or to secure salvage sheets in place.

®

®

ROPE RATCHET Tie Downs
®

The safe way to secure light and medium-weight loads

Windshield Cutter
A fully kitted tool belt

incorporating all of

the hand tools and

accessories an

extrication

professional needs for

their work.

Extrication Tool Belt
The RHYNO Windshield

Cutter is a unique extrication

tool used to rapidly remove

vehicle glass to gain access to

injured occupants.

Windshield, passenger and

rear windows can be

removed in under 1 minute

for quick access to patients or

for further rescue operations.

�

�

�

�

�

�

Secure, safe and fast

No stretching, snapping back or

loosening

Patented non-slip quick-release

ratchet

Supplied with super tough solid

braided rope

Long lasting with die cast zinc

ratchet mechanism and zinc

plated hooks

Five sizes of ROPE RATCHET

are available, with up to 350 kg

load limit

®

Features
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Other Technical Rescue Products

Vimpex can supply a full package of extrication and technical

rescue accessories. These include sharps covers, glass

management products and hard / soft casualty protection.

Sharps Covers
Designed to allow for water pickup from the surface

rather than below the waterline, The Amphibio Floating

Strainer protects transfer and pickup pumps from

damage caused by entrapment of water contaminated by

sludge, gravel or other potentially damaging material.

Floating Strainer

Stabilisation Blocks
TimberJacks are innovative stabilisation blocks that utilise

sustainable wooden laminate to provide a flexible and

revolutionary system. The use of wood provides greater

grip and control than rubber or plastic and is very durable.
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Pacific Helmets

The Pacific F10 MKIII Fire Fighting

and Rescue helmet system gives the

fire fighter and professional rescuer

the most up-to-date and modern

form of head protection in a very

comfortable, lightweight and

wearable package. The F10 MKIII

offers the perfect combination of

safety, balance and wearer comfort. A

jet-style design ensures that the F10

MKIII is not only functional but looks

good too.

Use of composites also means that

the helmets last and last. Tests prove

helmets that have been in service for

over 10 years still pass stringent

EN 443 testing.

Take it for a Spin!

Explore

each helmet

through 360 at:
o

Pacific Helmets boast the widest range of

professional safety helmets available with more

options offered than any other manufacturer.

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

Customisation to customer specific requirements

Certified to all major international Standards: EN NFPA AS/NZS ANSI

Extensive range of accessories including torch clips, face shields and comms accessories

Lightweight, super tough and extremely high levels of protection

Comfortable, durable and long life span

Fits a wide range of head size through adjustable ratchet headband system

Made from premium raw materials - UV and chemical resistant

High quality paint finish available in any colour, including photo luminescent

Thirty years of proven reliability in the field

F10 Fire Fighting Helmet A7A Paramedic Helmet R6/R7H Rescue Helmets

The Pacific A7A Fire Ambulance

helmet has become the benchmark in

the ambulance and paramedic sector

in the UK. The A7A helmet offers the

most up-to-date and modern form of

head protection in a very

comfortable, lightweight and

wearable package.

Use of fibre-reinforced materials

means that Pacific helmets have less

mass than those manufactured from

thermo plastics. A lightweight helmet

ensures all users, whether male or

female, can concentrate on their job

rather than neck ache. Its EN 166

integral full face visor fully protects

the wearer’s face but when not in use

retracts within the shell thus

preventing damage from scratching.

The Pacific Rescue Helmet range

represent the most versatile and

configurable helmets of their type

available. They offer the most up-to-

date and modern form of head

protection in a very comfortable,

lightweight and wearable package.

Manufactured using a fibreglass

reinforced composite shell, Pacific

Rescue Helmets provide the perfect

combination of safety, balance and

wearer comfort. Options such as

adjustable air vents, neck protectors

and goggle straps mean that your

helmet can be designed to be as

versatile as your job is varied.

rescue-tools.co.uk/a7arescue-tools.co.uk/f10 rescue-tools.co.uk/r6 rescue-tools.co.uk/r7

Testing

Pacific helmets are tested in the most

extreme conditions required for

conformity to relevant causes of the

most stringent EN standards.
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Thermal Imaging

The X380 combines ISGs world-leading imaging

performance with a rugged, small and lightweight

design, bringing you the world’s first complete

personal thermal imaging camera solution for

firefighters.

Only the X380 can offer super-clear image clarity

with high-resolution imagery and full-size LCD, all

housed inside this lightweight and compact

system.

Unique features include:

This allows first responders to locate and pin

point thread or valve gas leaks, as gas in general

will be colder in temperature than the

environment surrounding it.

Intelligent Focus

Hot Spot Tracker

With Intelligent Focus, firefighters have the ability to focus their camera

directly toward an object of interest, and see that object in crystal clear

detail - hands-free. No turning of knobs or throwing of switches.

Hot Spot Tracker (patent pending) identifies the hottest object in the scene,

tracks it, and displays its relative temperature. This feature is very useful for

size-up operations, overhaul, and all other situations where automatically

identifying hot objects is vital to safety.

Cold Spot Tracker

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

Super-high 100K resolution gives crystal-clear imaging

Clear imaging performance over 1000

Lightning fast updates provide smooth, lag-free images

Small and Lightweight - weighs just 950g and has 50% less volume than other TICs

Image Freeze reviews dangerous areas quickly with one click of a button

Exclusive Hot Spot Tracker for enhanced functionality

Intelligent Focus enables you to see what you want to see

Fully automatic and easy-to-use

Full-size 3.5in LCD for maximum provision of scene information

Waterproof, drop resistant and vibration tested

°C

Features

ISG X380 Thermal Imager

Charger unit
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Gloves & Safety Glasses

Rescue & Extrication Gloves

Protected by Kovenex™, Vimpex Rescue Gloves are

designed for extrication and rescue professionals.

They have all of the features needed to protect hands

from sharps, hot tools, hot vehicle components and in

the case of the BBP gloves, from bodily fluids.

FX-1 Max Firefighter Glove

Representing the latest and most modern development

in firefighting gloves in recent years, the FX-1 MAX

Glove uses PBI MAX - the strongest and most flexible

outer shell fabric in the world.

A unique solution to firefighter hand protection, FX-1

MAX Gloves feature pre-curved fingers and hand

shape offering unmatched dexterity and fit whilst

delivering extremely high levels of protection against

radiant and contact heat, mechanical protection and

cut / abrasion resistance.

The FX-1 MAX Gloves, thanks to their construction

from PBI MAX which has three times the filament rip

stopping power of other fabrics, offers the firefighter

an ideal replacement to leather gloves.

FX-1 MAX Gloves avoid the stretching associated with

leather as well as the danger of rapid shrinkage in high

heat.

Finger tips, inner fingers and palm areas are protected

with high strength silicone coated Kevlar

reinforcement to further enhance the FX-1 MAX

performance during firefighting.

A significant advantage of the FX-1 MAX Glove is the

fact that it can be laundered along with the rest of the

turnout gear.

®

F1 Range

Aventeur

Range

Fotocrom

Range

Pegaso Safety Glasses

Pegaso's range of beautifully designed, ergonomically styled safety

glasses is fully certified to EN 166. With 12 different models and

5 different designs to choose from, Pegaso glasses from Vimpex

mean the professional user can be sure of finding the perfect

combination of style, comfort and price.

Designed and manufactured in Europe, Pegaso safety glasses

offer the ultimate in style and wearer comfort with zero

compromise on performance. Pegaso glasses are simply -

.Designed to Perform

Gel padding / silicone

coated Kevlar

reinforcement

®

Nomex /

Kevlar

Blend thread

®

®

STEDAIR LITE

moisture barrier

Para Aramid / Kevlar

knitted liner

®

®

Nomex knitted cuffs
®

PBI MAX Fabric

backed with

Protex Cotton



Adaro ADALIT Safety Torches
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High performance rechargeable LED safety torches designed for

the emergency services and other demanding professionals

The ADALIT range includes the L-10, the first re-chargeable flashlight

to be specifically designed for firefighting helmets and the high-powered

L-3000, which combines revolutionary optics with a large digital display.

All models in the range are ATEX certified for hazardous areas.

The first rechargeable flashlight specifically designed for firefighting helmets,

ADALIT L-10 is a powerful hands-free torch that also incorporates a beacon to

signal the position of firefighter.

Ultra-lightweight design with full helmet integration, ADALIT L-10 LED flashlight

combines leading-edge technology with a Li-ion re-chargeable power pack to

deliver high performance and increased safety and comfort of the firefighter.

�

�

�

�

�

High intensity LED white lighting

Firefighter locator using a high intensity red LED flashing beacon

Li-ion rechargeable battery - indication of remaining charge and battery level

Lightweight - manufactured from thermoplastic resin for high impact resistance

and protection from extreme temperatures, liquids and corrosives

Brackets available for various models of helmets

L-10

L5 Plus and L5R Plus can be used both as a hand torch and on

the helmet. The optional holster makes it easier to carry the

torch safely. It also includes a rotating bracket that allows the

light to be directed through 360 without removing it from

the helmet. They use high-intensity LEDs and a built-in light

sensor for power management. They are compatible with the

vast majority of firefighter’s helmets.

o

�

�

�

�

�

�

High intensity LEDs - 3W and 135 lumens

Automatic control of light intensity using built-in sensor

for efficient power management

Light duration from 4 to 30 hours - low battery warning

Powered by  4 x AAA alkaline batteries or with lithium

rechargeable cells (L5R Plus only)

Lightweight - manufactured in high resistance

thermoplastic resin with clip for helmet mounting

IP67 Rated

L-5 Plus / L-5R Plus

Adalit L-3000 is a high

performance professional

safety torch that combines high

intensity LEDs, a revolutionary

optic, a large digital display and

an elegant design.

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

2 LEDs each of 135 lumens in a dual optic configuration;

spot and wide angle

LedEngine technology with a step light system

’Booster’ function to illuminate long distances with greater

penetrating light beam

Ergonomic design with oversized easy-touch buttons

Digital display - battery level indication in hours and minutes

Swivelling head with 3 positions - 0 , 45 , 90

Manufactured in high resistance thermoplastic resin

o o o

L-3000



Scene Lighting

Vimpex Limited

www.rescue-tools.co.uk

Star Lane, Great Wakering

Essex SS3 0PJ England

Tel: +44 (0) 1702 216999

Fax:+44 (0) 1702 216699

E-mail:sales@vimpex.co.uk

DS/EMSOV/ISS 8
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VIMPEX
Advancing Rescue Technology

We reserve the right to change or amend any design or specification in line

with our policy of continuing development and improvement.

Portable Scene Lighting

Canguro SceneStar Battery-Powered LED

Scene Lighting System

The Vimpex Canguro SceneStar lighting system

combines very powerful state-of-the-art Akron

LED lighting with a portable and robust lighting

platform to provide a unique high performance

scene lighting system for fire & rescue services,

police and other emergency services.

The trolley mounted mast extends up to 4.5 m to

cast bright white light over a wide area whilst

remaining portable, versatile and easily moved

even whilst in operation.

The Canguro SceneStar System comprises three

key parts: Mast Trolley, LED Light and Power

System.

The SceneStar LED light is engineered to provide

maximum visibility with exceptional light output.

Featuring the latest in LED technology, vibrant

white light, low operating temperatures, optical

control and high quality Akron engineering mean

that the SceneStar is the best LED scene light

available. The SceneStar light outputs an amazing

14,000 Lumen at 150 W - power, which up to now

has not been available on a portable lighting

package.

110V Inverter Generator

Endress Generators

Unique in the UK, this 110 Vac

portable silent inverter generator

weighs only 21 kg. Easily carried

by one person, it can provide

ample power whenever lighting,

power tools, etc. require 110V

supply.

Endress Generators are designed

and manufactured with the fire,

rescue and military market in

mind. In short, Endress

generators are extremely robust,

efficient and highly reliable.

Features such as full wraparound

frames, sturdy carry handles and

weather protection set the

Endress range apart from other

manufacturers that claim

suitability in harsh environments.

Generators

Power Solutions
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